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NEW QUESTION: 1
Refer to the exhibit.
An engineer deploys SAN environment with two interconnected
Cisco MDS 9000 Series switches. When the engineer attempts a
zone merge, it fails with the error that is presented in the
exhibit. Which action resolves the issue?
A. Change the name of one of the zones to match the other zone
set.
B. Set the distribute policy of the zone to full.

C. Import or export a zone set between the switches to
synchronize the switches.
D. Ensure that the zone members have different names.
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation
https://www.cisco.com/en/US/docs/storage/san_switches/mds9000/s
w/rel_3_x/troubleshooting/guide/ts_guide.pd

NEW QUESTION: 2
DRAG DROP
Your company plans to deploy a remote access solution to meet
the following requirements:
- Ensure that client computers that are connected to the
Internet can be managed remotely without requiring that the
user log on. - Ensure that client computers that run Windows
Vista or earlier can connect remotely. - Ensure that
non-domain-joined computers can connect remotely by using TCP
port 443.
You need to identify which remote access solutions meet the
requirements.
Which solutions should you identify?
To answer, drag the appropriate solution to the correct
requirement in the answer area. Each solution may be used once,
more than once, or not at all. Additionally, you may need to
drag the split bar between panes or scroll to view content.
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 3
What is recommended for creating a CIFS server on a VNX?
A. Remote Data Mover
B. Virtual Data Mover
C. Physical Data Mover
D. Standby Data Mover
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which three procedures would help diagnose a Domain Name
Service (DNS) configuration issue on the IBM Spectrum Protect
Plus appliance? (Choose three.)
A. Use the netstatcommand to be sure the appliance is listening
on the IP address used by DNS.
B. Click the user icon in the upper right corner of the User

Interface and select Download System Logs.
C. Use the Test button on the Hypervisor Backup panel.
D. Use the DNS configuration wizard from the IBM Spectrum
Protect Plus Administrative Console.
E. Run a pingcommand using a host name from a command prompt
F. Check the firewall configuration to be sure the DNS port is
not being blocked.
Answer: A,C,E
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Reference:
https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSNQFQ_10.1.1/spp/b
_ispplus_guide.pdf
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